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Disulfide bonds are conserved strongly among proteins of related struc-
ture and function. Despite the explosive growth of protein sequence data-
bases and the vast numbers of sequence search tools, no tool exists to
draw relations between the disulfide patterns of homologous proteins.
We present a comprehensive database of disulfide bonding patterns and
a search method to find proteins with similar disulfide patterns. The dis-
ulfide database was constructed using disulfide annotations extracted
from SwissProt, and was expanded significantly from 16,736 to 94,499
disulfide-containing domains by an inference method that combines
SwissProt annotations with Pfam multiple alignments. To search the data-
base, we define a disulfide description, called the disulfide signature,
which encodes both spacings between cysteine residues and cysteine con-
nectivity. A web tool was developed that allows users to search for related
disulfide patterns and for subpatterns resulting from the removal of one
or more disulfides from the pattern. We explore the possibility of using
disulfide pattern conservation to identify protein homologs that are
undetectable by PSI-BLAST. Examples include the homology between a
sea anemone antihypertensive/antiviral protein and a sea anemone
neurotoxin, and the homology between tick anticoagulant peptide and
bovine trypsin inhibitor. In both examples, there is a clear structural simi-
larity and a functional relationship. We used the database to find struc-
tural homologs for the Cripto CFC domain. The identification of a von
Willebrand Factor C (VWFC)-like domain agrees with its functional role
and explains mutation data. We believe that the rapid increase in structure
determinations arising from structural genomics efforts and advances in
mass spectrometry techniques will greatly increase the number of disul-
fide annotations. This information will become a valuable resource for
structural and functional annotations of proteins. The availability of a
searchable disulfide pattern database will thus provide a powerful new
addition to existing homolog discovery methods.
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Introduction

Disulfide bridges are ubiquitous to prokaryotic
and eukaryotic proteins alike. Formed by the
covalent cross-linking of cysteine residues, these
structural elements are found mostly in non-reduc-
ing environments,1,2 and have been shown to pro-
vide significant stabilization to the tertiary folds of
proteins.3 – 7 The stabilizing effect of disulfides on a
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protein’s folded state has been described as pre-
dominantly entropic in nature,8,9 although other
explanations have been postulated.10,11 In addition,
disulfide bridges play a vital role in the folding
process of many proteins.12 – 14 Disulfide bridges
have functional roles in proteins. A review by
Yano et al.15 is focused on the enzyme thioredoxin,
which acts as a regulatory switch of target proteins
by reducing their disulfide bonds. In two bacterial
proteins, the transcription factor OxyR and the
chaperone Hsp33, oxidation of cysteine residues to
disulfides results in activation.16

Several analyses of disulfide bonds in proteins
have been described in the past 20 years. Thornton1

examined the connectivity and conformational
properties of disulfides in proteins of known struc-
ture. Thornton also analyzed cysteine residues
across homologous proteins and found them to be
remarkably conserved. Moreover, it was noted
that the loss of a disulfide was usually associated
with mutation of not one but both cysteine resi-
dues. Benham & Jafri17 demonstrated that the
occurrences of disulfide connectivities are non-
random and suggested that disulfide bond for-
mation is a directed process. Probing the disulfide
bond formation process, Harrison & Sternberg18

analyzed disulfide connectivities in the context of
sequence length and calculated relative entropic
costs for disulfide bond formation. They proposed
that an entropic stabilization model determines
the disulfide connectivity for short proteins,
whereas a diffusion model better describes the dis-
ulfide connectivities for longer sequences. Recog-
nizing the strong conservation of disulfide
frameworks, Narasimhan and collaborators19 dis-
cussed the evolutionary relationship between snail
and spider toxins, which was not obvious from
the sequence similarity. Mas et al.20 expanded this
concept and grouped disulfide-containing protein
structures based on the three-dimensional super-
position of their disulfide bonds. Although applied
to a small set of structures, their results reiterated
the strong conservation of disulfide bonds even in
the absence of significant sequence homology.

There has been an explosive growth of protein
sequence databases21 and a large number of
sequence search tools†, but as yet no tool exists to
draw relations between the disulfide bonding pat-
terns of homologous proteins. Here, we present a
novel approach for finding proteins with similar
disulfide patterns. In addition, we present an
extensive database of experimentally determined
and inferred disulfide patterns. We highlight sev-
eral cases of protein structural homologies where
PSI-BLAST searches failed and functional or struc-
tural insights into protein sequences could be
made through disulfide pattern searches.

The number of experimentally determined disul-
fide patterns is likely to increase significantly
through structural genomics efforts22 and recent

advances in mass spectrometry techniques for
disulfide determination.23 The disulfide pattern
database described here will become an increas-
ingly powerful tool in the discovery of protein
structural homologs.

Results

Database statistics

The SwissProt database release 41 (Feb 2003)
contains a total of 41,846 annotated disulfide
bonds, of which 5045 are determined experimen-
tally and 34,968 are inferred by sequence similarity.
A total of 1694 disulfides were annotated as inter-
chain, which connect separate protein chains,
and were thus not included in our database. For
139 disulfides, the annotations are ambiguous or
erroneous, e.g. the disulfide residue numbers do
not correspond to cysteine residues. The number
of proteins with annotated disulfides is 10,568,
which constitutes 8.6% of the total number of pro-
teins in SwissProt. Of the 10,568 proteins, 1689 are
annotated with experimentally determined disul-
fides, 8739 with inferred disulfides, and 140 with a
combination of experimental and inferred disul-
fides. The structures of many of the proteins with
annotated disulfides in SwissProt have been deter-
mined with X-ray crystallography or nuclear mag-
netic resonance spectroscopy (NMR). A detailed
analysis of the diversity of disulfide patterns and
their relation to protein structure is being investi-
gated (A.G. et al., unpublished results).

As described in Materials and Methods, we
expanded the list of inferred disulfides by combin-
ing SwissProt annotations with Pfam multiple
alignments. Since the Pfam multiple alignments
(Revision: Feb 2003) contain SwissProt protein
identifiers, the mapping of disulfide-containing
proteins to Pfam domains was relatively straight-
forward. The 10,568 disulfide-containing proteins
from SwissProt mapped to 13,408 domains in the
Pfam-A database, corresponding to 345 different
Pfam protein families, and 814 in the Pfam-B data-
base, corresponding to 288 families. Many proteins
contain multiple Pfam domains, which explains
why the number of Pfam domains is larger than
the number of SwissProt entries. We found
2514 disulfide-containing SwissProt annotated
sequences whose disulfide-containing portion was
absent from Pfam. Combining the Pfam-A, Pfam-B,
and unassigned domains resulted in a total of
16,736 domains, which can be regarded as the pub-
licly annotated number of disulfide-containing
protein domains.

Applying the inferring algorithms outlined in
Materials and Methods increased the disulfide
database with 77,763 additional Pfam protein
domains, expanding the database from 16,736 to
94,499 disulfide-containing protein domains.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the database
contents by number of disulfides. In all, 2934† See, for example, http://www.ebi.ac.uk/biocat/
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patterns generated in the inferring process corre-
spond to SwissProt sequences that are either par-
tially or completely lacking in their disulfide
annotation. We were therefore able to add a sig-
nificant number of annotations to the SwissProt
database. The remaining patterns correspond to
TrEMBL sequences that have very limited struc-
tural annotation. Figure 2 shows a view of the pro-
cess leading to the final disulfide database.

Our inference method also revealed 65 domain
families in which the disulfides could not be
assigned unambiguously. This situation occurs,
for instance, when a given cysteine residue is
involved in multiple disulfide bonds across
different proteins in a Pfam domain family. Pre-
liminary analysis showed that in several cases
the disulfide annotation in SwissProt was incor-
rect, but in other cases this ambiguity may be
caused by a true plasticity of disulfides within
the Pfam profile. A detailed analysis of these
special cases is ongoing.

Search parameters

The ability of the disulfide distance dmn to dis-
tinguish between related and unrelated proteins is
illustrated in Figure 3(a) for proteins containing
three disulfides. The black and gray bars corre-
spond to related and unrelated protein pairs,
respectively. Proteins were defined as related if
they belong to the same Pfam domain family. To
determine the statistical relevance of a given dis-
tance dmn between two disulfide patterns, we calcu-
lated false-positive score distributions using
randomized disulfide patterns, as described in
Materials and Methods. Cumulative distributions
for the comparisons between random and related
disulfide patterns correspond to the false-positive
and false-negative values as a function of disulfide
distance dmn, respectively (Figure 3(b)). In order to
define the best distance cutoff for a disulfide
database search, the sum of false-positive and
false-negative probabilities should ideally be at a
minimum. In our distributions, we often did not
observe a well-defined minimum of this sum, so
we could not use this approach to define the opti-
mal distance cutoff. Instead, we used the cumu-
lative false-positive distributions to assign
P-values to disulfide distances obtained in a data-
base search. Figure 4 shows the dependence of the
distance cutoff for a P-value of 0.01 on the pattern
length L for proteins with three to five disulfides.
As the pattern length increases, the cutoff value dmn

at P ¼ 0:01 increases linearly. We report the P-value
corresponding to the pattern length L of the search
query in our search results.

To illustrate the potential of the disulfide data-
base and search tool, we highlight three cases in
which structural and functional homologies
between proteins were uncovered, none of which
was apparent from conventional sequence-based
methods. In the first two cases, the homologies
have been noted only after structural elucidation
of the proteins. In the third case, we propose a
structure and function for a protein domain for

Figure 1. The count of disulfide-
containing domains in the disulfide
database, sorted by the number
of disulfides per domain. Light,
SwissProt annotations; dark, con-
tents of our expanded database.

   

  
 

 

 

Figure 2. Diagram of the disulfide database construc-
tion process.
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which no structural information exists with the
exception of the disulfide bonding information.

Case 1: ion channel blockers

ATX Ia is a 46 residue neurotoxin of the sea ane-
mone Anemonia sulcata that exerts its toxicity by
blocking sodium channels. Its structure was solved
by NMR, which revealed a four-stranded b-sheet

structure containing three disulfide bridges.24

The structural elucidation showed that ATX Ia
was structurally similar to the 43 residue anti-
hypertensive and antiviral protein BDS-I from the
same species.25 BDS-I operates by blocking potas-
sium channels. Widmer et al.24 noted that the
homology between the two proteins was not
obvious from a comparison of the amino acid
sequences. This absence of observable sequence

Figure 3. (a) Histogram of related (black) and unrelated (gray) disulfide pairs as a function of disulfide distance d,
for proteins containing three disulfides. For this plot, the query disulfide pattern had a vector length L between 0 and
39. (b) Cumulative false positive curve (gray) of disulfide pair distances d, using randomized disulfide patterns of the
set of proteins used in (a). The false negative curve based on related disulfide pairs is shown in black.

Figure 4. Disulfide pattern dis-
tance cutoff required for a false
positive rate of ,0.01 as a function
of the query sequence vector length
L. The data corresponding to pat-
terns with three, four, and five
disulfides are represented by dia-
monds, squares, and triangles,
respectively.
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homology is still present today, despite significant
advances in sequence homology search methods
and protein sequence databases. A PSI-BLAST
search (five iterations, E-value cutoff 0.01) of the
ATX-Ia protein sequence in both the SwissProt/
TrEMBL and the non-redundant NCBI NR data-
bases did not find the BDS-I protein, and vice
versa. In contrast, a disulfide-based search in our
database readily finds the BDS-I protein when the
ATX-Ia disulfide pattern is used as the query
(Table 1). The Structural Classification of Proteins
(SCOP) database26 classifies these proteins in the
same structural family. The structural similarity
between these proteins is illustrated in Figure 5. In
this case, structural homology does translate
directly to functional homology, since both proteins
bind to and inhibit ion channels of a similar
structure.

Case 2: proteinase inhibitor

The solution structure of the 60 residue recombi-
nant tick anticoagulant protein (rTAP) was solved
by NMR and shown to be structurally similar to
Kunitz-type proteinase inhibitors such as bovine
pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI).27 Both struc-
tures contain a two-stranded b-sheet and a C-term-
inal a-helix, stabilized by three disulfide bonds
(Figure 6). There is also a strong functional simi-
larity between TAP and BPTI: both proteins are
inhibitors of proteinases (factor Xa and trypsin,
respectively). The absence of significant sequence
homology between TAP and BPTI was noted by
Antuch et al.27 and PSI-BLAST searches in the cur-
rent versions of SwissProt/TrEMBL and NR were
unsuccessful in identifying the similarity between
these two proteins. The disulfide-based search
identified the structural relationship between
these proteins readily, as shown in Table 2. The
SCOP database classified these proteins in the
same category at the superfamily level.

Cripto CFC domain

In a recent study of the CFC domain of human
Cripto, we employed the disulfide database search

tool to obtain structural information on the
protein.28 Cripto is a protein involved in early
embryonic development and was shown to be
overexpressed in a number of human cancers.29

Cripto family proteins are characterized by two
cysteine-rich structural motifs: an epidermal
growth factor (EGF)-like domain and a CFC
domain, the latter of which is considered unique
to this family. We determined the disulfide pattern
of the CFC domain, which contains three disul-
fides, and searched for related proteins with
known structure in our disulfide database. The
search revealed two small, structurally related ser-
ine protease inhibitors, PMP-D2 and PMP-C. Both
proteins are classified as VWFC (von Willebrand
factor C)-like domains. BLAST searches with the
CFC domain sequence on SwissProt/TrEMBL and
NCBI NR databases do find the VWFC domains,
albeit with very low confidence (E-values .1).

The annotation of the CFC domain as a VWFC
domain resulted in the identification of a number
of proteins that have the same modular structure
of an EGF-like domain followed by a VWFC
domain, including NELL1, NELL2, JAGGED1, and
JAGGED2. This inferred structural relationship
suggested functional similarities among the pro-
teins. A comparison between Cripto and JAGGED2
showed that they have distinct similarities at the
sequence level (undetectable by sequence search
algorithms), that they are both involved in signal
transduction, and that both play roles in patterning
and morphogenesis in early embryonic
development.

The NMR structure of PMP-C (Protein Data
Bank (PDB)30 code 1pmc) was used to build a
three-dimensional model of the Cripto CFC
domain. The model was consistent with data from
functional studies on mutants of the CFC domain,
since two very important residues for interaction
of the CFC domain with the Alk4 receptor, H120
and W123, were both located in the same area on
the solvent-accessible surface of the structural
model.

Figure 6. Structural superposition of BPTI (blue, PDB
code 5pti) and TAP (red, PDB code 1tap).

Figure 5. Structural superposition of ATX-Ia (blue,
PDB code 1atx) and BDS-I (red, PDB code 1bds). Disul-
fide bonds are shown in yellow.
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Table 1. Disulfide database search results for ATX-Ia (SwissProt code TXA1_ANESU)

Score PðxÞ Class Chain Search pattern Cysseq Expseq Top Bounds Length Structure

0.00 0 PF00706 TXA1_ANESU 39-2-28-21-17 2-21-7-9-1 4-43-6-34-27-44 1-5_2-4_3-6 3-44 3 1atx
1.41 0 PF00706 TXA2_RADMA 40-2-28-21-18 2-21-7-10-1 3-43-5-33-26-44 1-5_2-4_3-6 2-44 3 [1atx,]
4.24 0 PF00706X CLX1_CALPA 39-2-28-18-20 2-18-10-9-1 36-75-38-66-56-76 1-5_2-4_3-6 35-76 3 [1atx,…]
4.24 0 PF00706X CLX2_CALPA 39-2-28-18-20 2-18-10-9-1 36-75-38-66-56-76 1-5_2-4_3-6 35-76 3 [1atx,…]
4.24 0 PF00706 TXAB_ANTXA 42-2-30-23-18 2-23-7-10-1 4-46-6-36-29-47 1-5_2-4_3-6 3-47 3 [1atx,…]
4.24 0 PF00706 TXAA_ANTXA 42-2-30-23-18 2-23-7-10-1 4-46-6-36-29-47 1-5_2-4_3-6 3-47 3 [1atx,…]
6.78 0.000413 NULL BDS1_ANESU 35-2-26-16-18 2-16-10-7-1 4-39-6-32-22-40 1-5_2-4_3-6 0-0 3 1bds
10.95 0.001032 PF00321 THN_PYRPU 38-1-27-12-11 1-12-11-4-10 3-41-4-31-16-27 1-6_2-5_3-4 1-47 3 [1cnb,…]
11.62 0.001652 PF00321X Q9S980 37-1-28-12-10 1-12-10-6-8 27-64-28-56-40-50 1-6_2-5_3-4 25-70 3 [1cnb,…]
13.78 0.002375 PF01549X Q9M0K1 40-7-26-9-21 7-9-17-4-3 275-315-282-308-291-312 1-6_2-4_3-5 274-315 3 [1roo,…]

The columns in the Table indicate the disulfide distance d, the false-positive score (P-value), the Pfam domain, the SwissProt protein code, the disulfide signature, the cysteine spacing pattern,
the residue numbers of the disulfides, the disulfide topology, the sequence bounds of the Pfam domain, the number of disulfides, and the available structural information. If there is a PDB struc-
ture of the hit itself, a PDB code is listed. If there exist PDB structures of any of the Pfam members of the hit, a PDB code is shown in parentheses. A number of hits from the PF00706 family were
removed to highlight the hits of interest. The BDS-I protein has the SwissProt code BDS1_ANESU.

Table 2. Disulfide database search results for TAP (SwissProt code TAP_ORNMO)

Score PðxÞ Class Chain Search pattern Cysseq Expseq Top Bounds Length Structure

0.00 0 NULL TAP_ORNMO 54-10-24-18-22 10-18-6-16-4 5-59-15-39-33-55 1-6_2-4_3-5 0-0 3 1tap
2.45 0 PF00014 TFP2_HUMAN 53-10-24-16-23 10-16-8-15-4 96-149-106-130-122-145 1-6_2-4_3-5 96-149 3 [5pti,…]
3.74 0 PF00014 ISC2_BOMMO 51-10-24-16-21 10-16-8-13-4 9-60-19-43-35-56 1-6_2-4_3-5 9-60 3 [5pti,…]
4.69 0 PF00014 TFPI_RAT 50-9-24-16-21 9-16-8-13-4 124-174-133-157-149-170 1-6_2-4_3-5 124-174 3 [5pti,…]
4.69 0 PF00014 SPT2_HUMAN 50-9-24-16-21 9-16-8-13-4 133-183-142-166-158-179 1-6_2-4_3-5 133-183 3 [5pti,…]
4.69 0 PF00014 A4_HUMAN 50-9-24-16-21 9-16-8-13-4 291-341-300-324-316-337 1-6_2-4_3-5 291-341 3 1aap
4.69 0 PF00014 IVB3_VIPAA 50-9-24-16-21 9-16-8-13-4 7-57-16-40-32-53 1-6_2-4_3-5 7-57 3 [5pti,…]
4.69 0 PF00014 BPT2_BOVIN 50-9-24-16-21 9-16-8-13-4 40-90-49-73-65-86 1-6_2-4_3-5 40-90 3 [5pti,…]
4.69 0 PF00014 BPT1_BOVIN 50-9-24-16-21 9-16-8-13-4 40-90-49-73-65-86 1-6_2-4_3-5 40-90 3 5pti
4.69 0 PF00014 CA36_HUMAN 50-9-24-16-21 9-16-8-13-4 3111-3161-3120-3144-3136-3157 1-6_2-4_3-5 3111-3161 3 1knt

The columns are as described for Table 1. The BPTI protein has the SwissProt code BPT1_BOVIN.



Discussion

The disulfide database and search tool described
here provide a unique means to effectively find
structurally related proteins through similarity in
disulfide patterns. The disulfide database was
built initially from the annotations in SwissProt
and expanded subsequently almost tenfold by
using the Pfam multiple alignments. Our database
of 94,499 disulfide patterns provides a significant
coverage of disulfide space. Because any inconsis-
tencies in the database expansion were discarded,
we are confident about the additional 77,763
inferred disulfide annotations. Several assump-
tions were made during the generation of the
disulfide database. We attempted to apply a con-
sistent framework to SwissProt disulfide annota-
tions, despite numerous observed ambiguities.
SwissProt states that disulfides annotated with
“By Similarity” are inferred from homologous pro-
teins exhibiting a strong degree of similarity. How-
ever, the definition for homology is not explicit.
Moreover, we encountered examples of disulfides
annotated with “Potential” and “Probable”, for
which no SwissProt definition exists. Disulfides
without any annotations were assumed to be deter-
mined experimentally.

We propose a restructuring of the disulfide
annotation standard in SwissProt. We believe that
disulfide annotations should be accompanied with
references to the source from which they are
obtained. In the case of disulfides that are inferred
by homology with another protein, that protein
should be mentioned in the annotation. In
addition, annotations should indicate functional
roles of disulfides such as the regulatory switch
observed in thioredoxin.15

The disulfide signature definition and simple
Euclidean distance measure provide a fast and
straightforward way to find disulfide patterns
with a similar topology and cysteine spacing. The
large increase in the number of disulfide patterns
in our database greatly improves the probability
of finding matches closely related to a search
pattern.

The growth of experimental disulfide infor-
mation has been relatively flat compared to the
increase in known protein sequences. To a large
extent, this is due to the difficulties of experimental
disulfide determination, which is usually done by
enzymatic protein digestion followed by mass
spectrometry analysis,23 by X-ray crystallography,
or by NMR.

As shown by the examples of the ion channel
blockers and proteinase inhibitors, similarity in
disulfide patterns may indicate structural and/or
functional homology. In both examples, thorough
PSI-BLAST searches did not find the homology
between the proteins described. The disulfide data-
base contains many proteins with unknown func-
tions, which opens up the possibility of discovering
as yet unknown relationships between proteins
based on their disulfide pattern similarities.

The Cripto CFC domain example highlights a
function of the disulfide database that may have
significant applications in structural genomics.
One of the main goals of structural genomics is to
obtain 3D structural information on as many pro-
teins as experimentally possible, usually by X-ray
crystallography or NMR. From a structural geno-
mics point of view, the most interesting targets are
proteins with no detectable homology to any pro-
tein with known structure. It has been shown
recently that this may prove to be a difficult task,
since many proteins do not express well, crystallize
readily or are too large to be tractable with NMR.22

In many cases, it may be possible to experimentally
determine the disulfide pattern and find proteins
with similar disulfide patterns in the disulfide
database, even when the disulfide pattern infor-
mation is incomplete. If any of the significant hits
in the database has a known structure, other experi-
mental techniques such as circular dichroism31 or
infrared spectroscopy32 may be used to validate
the structural homology.

In the absence of experimental disulfide infor-
mation, a predicted disulfide pattern could be
used to discover structural and functional relation-
ships between proteins. An accurate disulfide pre-
diction method would allow the database mining
of cysteine-rich proteins with unknown function.
Unfortunately, no accurate prediction methods
exist to date.33

In conclusion, we have compiled a searchable
database of known disulfide patterns and have
expanded it significantly by inference. The data-
base can be seen as a good reflection of the
currently known disulfide pattern space. The data-
base and search tool may play a significant role
in the structural assignment of cysteine-rich pro-
teins and will provide a useful tool in structural
genomics efforts.

Materials and Methods

Search tool

Similarity in disulfide patterns reflects similarity in
both disulfide topology and cysteine spacing. The disul-
fide topology denotes the connectivity of the cysteine
residues involved in disulfide bonds. For example, a pro-
tein with two disulfides has three possible topologies:
1-2_3-4 (also written as aabb), 1-3_2-4 (abab), and 1-4_2-3
(abba). The numbers in the disulfide topologies corre-
spond to the sequential numbering of the cysteine resi-
dues in the protein sequence and the dashes represent
bonds between those residues. The number of possible
disulfide patterns rapidly increases with the number of
disulfides.17

The cysteine spacing pattern is defined as a string of
residue spacings between adjacent disulfide-linked
cysteine residues of a protein, starting with the first and
continuing along to the last cysteine residue in the
sequence (Figure 7). Thus, the cysteine spacing pattern
is a set of ð2n 2 1Þ numbers, where n is the number of
disulfides in the protein. This representation does not
encompass any cysteine connectivity information and
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therefore captures only one aspect of the disulfide pat-
tern. A search in a protein sequence database for a
cysteine spacing pattern can be emulated using standard
query methods such as FASTA or BLAST coupled with
scoring matrices in which cysteine residues have
strongly increased weights (e.g. see Karlin & Altshul).34

To incorporate disulfide topology into our search, we
propose a disulfide pattern that implicitly contains disul-
fide topology. We call this pattern the disulfide signature.
Given a protein with known disulfide topology and
cysteine spacings, the disulfide signature is defined as
follows: the first number is the length of the first disul-
fide bridge, the second number is the spacing between
the first residue of the first disulfide and the first residue
of the second disulfide, the third number is the length of
the second disulfide bridge, and this is repeated to the
last number of the pattern, which is the length of the
last disulfide bridge (Figure 7). Therefore, the odd pos-
itions in the pattern correspond to disulfide bridge
lengths and the even positions correspond to spacings
between the first residues in neighboring disulfides. As
with the cysteine spacing pattern, the disulfide signature
contains ð2n 2 1Þ numbers, where n is the number of dis-
ulfides. The disulfide topology and the cysteine spacing
pattern can be reconstructed easily from the disulfide
signature.

To calculate the similarity between two disulfide sig-
natures or two cysteine spacing patterns, we define the
pairwise Euclidean distance dmn between patterns of
sequences m and n:

dmn ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX

i

ðmi 2 niÞ
2

r
ð1Þ

where the index i sums over all numbers in the pattern.
This definition requires that both cysteine patterns are
made up of the same number of disulfide bonds. Shorter
distances indicate higher degrees of similarity between
the disulfide patterns.

Creation of disulfide database

The protein database with the largest number of anno-
tated disulfides is the SwissProt database.35 It contains
both experimentally determined disulfides and inferred
disulfides (annotated as By similarity). Inferred disulfide
annotations are assigned only when a protein sequence
has a clear sequence homology to another protein with
experimentally determined disulfides. Although the
number of disulfide annotations thus obtained is quite
large, there exist many more proteins for which disulfide
connectivity patterns can be inferred on the basis of over-
all sequence homology. To expand the set of inferred
disulfides, we combined the annotations in SwissProt
(version 41, Feb 2003) with the multiple sequence align-
ments in the Pfam database (version 8.0, Feb 2003).36

The process is illustrated in Figure 8.
For every Pfam family multiple alignment, including

the curated Pfam-A and the DOMAINER-generated37

Pfam-B domain families, we identified sequences in the
alignment with annotated disulfides in SwissProt. In
many cases, more than one protein in a given Pfam
domain family has disulfide annotations in SwissProt,
sometimes at different sequence positions and/or with
different connectivity patterns. The residue columns of
the multiple alignments corresponding to the cysteine
residues of the disulfides were determined, and a
cumulative set of disulfide bonds was thus defined for
the multiple alignment of the Pfam domain family. We
then assigned disulfides to all proteins in the multiple

Figure 7. Example of the cysteine spacing pattern and
disulfide signature of the Cripto CFC domain, a protein
sequence segment with three disulfides. The disulfide
topology is 1-4_2-6_3-5.

Figure 8. Illustration of the disulfide inference method used to expand the disulfide database. The top five sequences
are from Pfam domain PF00074 (pancreatic ribonuclease) and have disulfide annotations, indicated by matching
cysteine colors and above connecting lines. The bottom five sequences are from the same Pfam domain and have no
disulfide annotations. Cysteine residues of the inferred disulfides are shown here in colors corresponding to the pre-
viously annotated disulfides. Note that in sequences 2 and 4, one of the disulfide-participating cysteine residues has
mutated to a non-cysteine residue.
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alignment that had cysteine residues at both positions for
any of the cumulative set of disulfide bonds.

The cysteine spacing patterns and disulfide signatures
of all disulfides defined in SwissProt and inferred by our
approach were stored in a database. As there are many
cases of proteins within the same family differing in the
number of disulfides,1 the search tool includes the option
of searching against all subpatterns of every disulfide
pattern in the database, and the option to search with
all subpatterns of the query. A subpattern is defined as
the cysteine spacing pattern or disulfide signature that
results from the removal of one or more disulfide bonds
from an original disulfide pattern. When a subpattern
search is invoked, the complete set of subpatterns result-
ing from the removal of one and two disulfides is calcu-
lated at execution time, for each pattern in the database
and/or for the query pattern.

Determination of search parameters

The search method and database defined thus far
enable us to find the proteins with the most similar dis-
ulfide patterns to a given query pattern. To define the
distance d at which the similarity is statistically signifi-
cant, we generated distance distributions by calculating
the distances between 100,000 pairs of random disulfide
patterns. To construct the random patterns, we randomly
picked the mi and ni values (see equation (1)) from the
collection of all spacings in the set of proteins with the
corresponding number of disulfides. Separate distri-
butions were calculated for patterns of three disulfides
up to ten disulfides. Furthermore, we subdivided the
generated disulfide distributions into ten equally popu-
lated sets (10,000 distances each) based on the vector
length L of the mi values of the random pairs:

L ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX

i

m2
i

r
ð2Þ

This subdivision was incorporated to account for the
dependency of pattern distances on L. For example, the
random distance distribution to a “short” pattern, say
5-2-6-4-8, is centered at a significantly lower value than
the distribution of a “long” pattern such as 25-10-18-7-
35. As the distance distributions are based on random
disulfide patterns, they signify false-positive distance
values. The integration of normalized distance distri-
butions was used to assign the statistical significance
values to different disulfide pattern similarity scores.
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